This study explores the implementation of writing workshop towards beginner college students of Universitas Ahmad Dahlan. Writing workshop known as the instruction focuses on the goal of fostering lifelong writers and it is designed with different developmental and curricular needs. There are four principles of writing workshop, (1) students will write about their own lives, (2) students will use a consistent writing process, (3) students will work in authentic ways, (4) students will be able to encourage themselves in writing independently. The writing workshop may help students to find their "voice" in writing with less interference from the lecturer. Normally applied in elementary level, writing workshop is now adapted to be employed in higher education. It is become an important trail to facilitate the students in improving writing competency using continuous and integrated steps. This paper is an effort to share a down-to-earth idea of the implementation of writing workshop in higher education.
A. Introduction
The role of English as International Language (EIL) and as lingua franca (ELF) has been widely spread in many countries, especially in Indonesia, for instance, putting English as compulsory subject in junior and high school levels. Thus, it is used as introductory subject to be mastered as a tool for basic communication. In this phase, the use of English mainly focuses on mastering receptive skills. The receptive skills are the ways in which people extract meaning from the discourse they see or hear (AlJawi, 2010) . Receptive skills cover listening and reading comprehension in which students receive the language and decode the meaning.
Meanwhile, in higher education, English is typically taught in universities in order to develop students' productive skills. Productive skills cover speaking and writing that are the manifestation of mastering the receptive skills. Both are used to produce a message through speech or written text. As the medium of communication, English teaching on higher education should be matched to the demand of globalization (Dardjowidjojo, 2002 , cited in Zacharias, 2003 . Teaching writing in higher education needs more effort and attempt to develop students' motivation. The 'voice' of students requires to be heard in order to grow writing as life long learning process. Therefore, a set of effective techniques is very essential to inspire students in learning writing.
In response, writing as one of the productive skill becomes essential way to deliver ideas, thoughts and messages to the world. In other words, teaching writing using appropiate techniques is necessary for students in higher education.
B. Discussion 1. Characteristics of college students
In broadest sense, higher students can be assumed as college students. In recent, most of college student is the product of postmodern times, where opinion and consumer interest have tended to have more impact on value formation and day to day decision making than "traditional values" including social values. According to Carson&Lewis (2008) cited from Journal of College Reading and Learning, there are six characteristics of college students; a. Need to understand the purpose and relevance of instructional activities. b. Are both internally and externally motivated. c. Have self-imposed cognitive barriers due to years of academic failure and lack self-confidence. d. May have "shut down" in certain cognitive areas and will need to learn how to learn and overcome these barriers to learning.
e. Want to establish immediate and long-term personal goals f. Want to assume individual responsibility for learning and progress toward goals.
The characteristics above explains that college students have big possiblities to be successful learners. They tend to be very analytic, skeptic and ambitious. For them, learning is a process of gaining knowledge to be more skillful person, therefore, their contribution inside the class activities need to handled properly in order to create a joyful atmosphere.
Writing workshop
Writing as one of the productive skills, counts as the most difficult skill to be mastered among the other skills. According to Richards and Renandya (2002) , there is no doubt that writing is the most difficult skill for students to master. The difficulty lies not only in generating and organizing ideas, but also in translating these ideas into readable text. The skills involved in writing are highly complex. The students have to pay attention to higher level skills of planning and organizing as well as lower level skills of spelling, punctuation, word choice, and so on.
Furthermore, Olshtain (2001) states writing in addition to being a communicative skill of vital importance, is a skill which enables the student to plan and rethink the communication process. It therefore provides the student with the opportunity to focus on both linguistic accuracy and content organization (p.231). We have to form priorities and weight the elements according to students' needs and teachers' own philosophy.
Moreover, writing workshop is one of the ways in learning writing which is designed on how to write in specific forms. Writing workshop is an instructional model that views writing as an ongoing process in which students follow a given set of procedures for planning, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing their writing (Calkins, 1986) . It allows students to be at various stages of the writing process at one time. In general, writing workshop applies in elementary level.
Then, the researcher tries to adopt the model of writing workshop to be applied in higher education. The focus of this model is collaboration with peers and lecturer in which process writing focuses primarily on what students want to communicate. Here, students have a large amount of choice in their topic and style of writing. The teacher acts as a mentor author, modeling writing techniques and conferring with students as they move through the writing process. The process of writing workshop is defined as follow, The process above enables lecturer to directly address the needs of students who struggle with the conventions of English in their writing. Peer help with revising and editing can also be beneficial.
In either case, concerns about correctness should not supercede the students' need to communicate. Writing needs to be taught as a process, with the emphasis on idea generation and drafting before revision and editing. Encouraging students to write from what they know, for real purposes, and from interest is an important part of this process.
In line with the process of writing workshop, the principles also allow students to share their ideas, toughts and voice during the implementation. First principle is that the students will write about their own lives which prompt them to choose what they know and what they like best. Secondly, students will use a consistent writing process because their friends and lecturer are able to give feedback on their writing. Thirdly, students will work in authentic ways, means, they search every possibility to develop their writing system through sharing from their actual environment. Lastly, students will be able to encourage themselves in writing independently wherein after long process they will work confidently as a writer.
Result of Writing Workshop Implementation
The researcher have distributed 120 questionnaires to the English Education students of Universitas Ahmad Dahlan. The students were on four different classes. All of them joined Paragraph Writing Course in the second semester. During the semester, I, as their lecturer, have applied writing workshop for 9 meetings (5 meetings before mid-term test and 4 meetings before final examination). The list of the questions delivered as follow; From the questionnaires above, students were responded actively. In section I, 53,78% students like to write three times a week. They write on their diaries and do assignment. 27,81% students never write because they prefer to do reading. The rest of them 18,41% students rarely do writing. lecturer and their friends provide useful information for their writing process. Therefore, in section III, the level of possibility in building writing through authentic ways resulted postive feedback from the students. They were able to brainstorm, develop and construct the topic and its content in their paragraph. The students were also able to choose the significance feedback they likely most for them. Moreover, in section IV, students chose that receiving feedback on few aspects of your writing like grammar, organization, vocabulary, content and mechanics of the paragraph are considered important in order to develop their writing system. Table 5 . Result of Section IV Lastly, students' response to the feedback and their actions in revising the paragraphs were assumed positive. Most of them tried to rewrite the paragraph from the feedback given by discussing the common errors with their students. They also rarely corrected errors individually, however, students always keep notes together with the correct forms. Table 6 . Result of Section V In addition, from the questionnares have delivered to the students, they feel that sharing ideas, thought and working together as group or individually in writing workshop bestowed opportunity to build their writing competency.
C. Conclusion
As it told in the famous proverb that experience is the best teacher. The implementation of writing workshop for college students as a tool of lifelong learning is beneficially trusted to boost their writing competency. The model of writing workshop offers students to be more freely during the process of writing. Sharing activities between the lecturer-students and students-students may grow mutual understanding on how they become confident writer. Furthermore, through writing workshop, the writing process becomes more attractive for students and lecturer plays his/her best role as their mentor in this model. It is concluded that students' have positive feedback of the implementation of writing workshop in the class for improving their writing.
